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“The call for scientists to do a 
better job of communicating both 

the meaning and the nature of 
their work is getting louder.”

Alan Leshner
Science (2012)





Science communication
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Science communication



https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ECic_pHHJIc


“[We] have an opportunity to help 
scientists think more reflectively and 

strategically about their public 
communication efforts.”

Anthony Dudo and John C. Besley
Scientists’ Prioritization of Communication Objectives for Public Engagement, PLOS One (2016)



Effort ≠ impact



“As scientists, we would never 
conduct an experiment without 
careful planning or data collection, 
but most outreach about science lacks 
a description of goals and 
evaluation.”

Johanna Varner
Scientific Outreach: Toward Effective Public Engagement in Biological Sciences (2014)



Varner (2014) Scientific Outreach: Toward Effective Public Engagement. BioScience 64: 333–340.
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Time investment, reach and impact



Tool

Time investment

Control of outcome

Reach

Personal benefits

Societal benefits
Adapted from Kuehne et al.(2014) Practical Science Communication 
Strategies for Graduate Students. Conservation Biology



Tool Public talk

Time investment Low-med

Control of outcome Med

Reach Low

Personal benefits Retain and motivate volunteers, 
engage stakeholders

Societal benefits Share knowledge, inspire and 
inform, increase trust in science



Tool

Time investment

Control of outcome

Reach

Personal benefits

Societal benefits



Tool Blog

Time investment Med-high

Control of outcome High

Reach Low-med

Personal benefits Audience feedback (comments, 
questions, enquiries)

Societal benefits Information, public interaction with 
scientists





Tweet
Interview
Blog post

Press release
Lay summary

Research publication





Tool

Time investment

Control of outcome

Reach

Personal benefits

Societal benefits



Tool Media interview

Time investment Med-high

Control of outcome Low

Reach High

Personal benefits Raise profile, increase awareness,
attract support, funding

Societal benefits Information, influence attitudes, 
change image of science





Why bother?





Public gets majority of information about science 
through mainstream news media

Source: Ipsos MORI poll 2014
UK data



Source: MBIE Nielsen poll 2014
NZ data





• Explain and educate
• Counter “bad science”
• Raise awareness
• Inform public discussion
• Change attitudes
• Inspire next generation of scientists
• Justify publically-funded research

Common motivations



That’s all very noble, but
...what’s in it for ME?



• Raise profile
• Enjoy the experience, change of pace
• Attract funding, students
• Career advancement
• Seed research collaborations
• Demonstrate relevance of research
• Increase citations and impact factor

Self-interest is a great motivator



Goals

What do I want 
my audience to 
• know
• understand 
• do  ...?



Plan
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Plan

What outreach 
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Goals

What do I want 
my audience to 
• know
• understand 
• do  ...?

Evaluation

How will I know 
if these goals are 
reached?



Goals

What do I want 
my audience to 
• know
• understand 
• do  ...?

Your goals?



“but I do that willingly because I am visiting them in their 
habitat.  I owe the viewer a delivery that fits the medium”

“When you understand that, you can shape your content 
in a way that does not dumb it down.”

~ Neil deGrasse Tyson

“If I’m invited onto the 
Daily Show, I am going to 
study previous episodes…”

“Packaging the message
I want to deliver into the 
context of the program 

takes effort…”

Adapting to your audience













Distilling your message



“The best way to be boring is 
to leave nothing out”

Voltaire







BEFORE:



AFTER:







Tea Break – 20 mins



Motivation: Disagreement amongst experts

You are a geoscientist. There has been a large, devastating earthquake. You 
are mandated by your organisation to effectively communicate about your 
science within the first 72 hours after the event in a press conference format, 
to differing target audiences who are impacted by the situation. In 
particular, think about how appropriate different aspects of communication 
are, when communicating with the public.

In an earthquake crisis, scientific information and its presentation to the 
Public should…

(#3) “… not show the scientist’s emotions”

(#26)“ … persuade people to care”



(#26)“ … persuade people to care”

Strongly Disagree                                    Strongly Agree

Mean – 3.44
Median - 3

“Role is to advise, not advocate”

“Not keen on references to persuasion 
hence neutrality - prefer concept of 
providing evidence-basis for people to 
come to own conclusions”

“I don't know if we need to persuade 
people to care - no, I think our job is to  
present what we know about the 
geosciences to the best of our ability.”

“My feeling is that science communication 
should remain factual”



Advocacy or Informed Consent?
(Bostrom 2003)

Is it ethical to advocate for a particular action or stance? 

Why or why not? 

Under what circumstances is it ethical?

If we choose advocacy, then we can use communication strategies which aim to 
persuade the audience of a particular action or stance… 



Rhetorical Communication - Fundamentals:

• Use of specific strategies to help engage the audience

• Goal-directed communication

• Influential messages are more effective at producing 
action (or inaction)

• Primarily discussed in the context of public 
communication

• Verbal and non-verbal



Aristotle’s Rhetoric
Rhetoric – an ability to use available strategies as 
means of persuasion. 

 Character and credibility of the speaker

 Emotional appeals made by the speaker

 Perceived truth using 
logical and rational 
evidence and 
arguments



Rhetoric & Flood Risk 
Communication

Let’s analyse the rhetoric (logos, ethos and pathos) used in these 
two adverts







Narrative Theory (Fisher 1989)
Humans are storytellers, and stories are used to transfer knowledge

• Stories must be coherent and make sense

• Stories must be relatable and salient

• Help to describe the context of a problem (psychological, social, 
cultural); Stories situate the audience. 

• Can easily use Pathos within a narrative, by appealing to the reader’s 
emotions.



Activity: Construct a story

As a group, construct a short 
narrative or anecdote about 
preparedness & flooding

Note the use of ethos, pathos 
and logos

Objective: Influence the listener 
into be more prepared for the 
event of a flooding event.



Strategies which can be borrowed 
from Rhetorical Communication:
 State the facts rationally, and in a logical, evidence-based 

manner

Maintain the appearance of a credible, reasonable speaker

 Provide clear advice/course of action which will benefit the listener

 Use narrative to help contextualise the situation (consequences of 
action)

 Use emotional appeals (as appropriate) to encourage the 
audience to take the right course of action



Rhetoric Reading List

Springston et al. (2009) Influence Theories: Rhetorical, 
Persuasion, and Informational. Handbook of Risk and 
Crisis Communication (Robert L. Heath & Dan O’Hair)

Introduction to Rhetorical Communication, James 
McCroskey, Routeledge, 2015



Building your own communication strategy



BUILDING YOUR OWN COMMUNICATION STRATEGY
 Put yourself in the shoes of a wide range of audiences. 

 Pick three Cs that you think are the most important to the public. Discuss 
as a group why you think that is. 

 Pick some Cs that YOU excel at. Pick some Cs that you can improve on. 

 Discuss the common barriers/challenges that are inhibiting us from 
being effective science communicators. 

 Review the 7Ts. Think about how you can 



Pitch your science



Training and resources



What is the Science Media Centre?

> Independent resource for journalists supporting 
quality coverage of science and research

> Connects reporters to experts and current research 
on breaking news and topical issues

> Draws on experts from across the New Zealand 
science system and internationally

> Fully government-funded through Ministry of 
Business, Innovation and Employment

> Administered by Royal Society of New Zealand

> Established in 2008, team of 4 staff in Wellington







Scimex.org



Desk guide
for scientists







Desk guideDesk guide
for journalists





Media training 
for scientists





CONCLUDING REMARKS

Thank you very much for attending today!

We may contact you to fill out a short evaluation form 
to ask you how this workshop went.



Facilitated by: 
Jacqueline Dohaney (VUW/UC) & 

Dacia Herbulock (Science Media Centre)

Produced with 
support from:

riskcommresources.strikingly.com    jacqueline.dohaney@canterbury.ac.nz



Thank you!





A study of Wiley journals
in 2012 found media 
coverage nearly doubles 
article downloads and more 
than doubles citations.













Working within the news cycle



Putting it into practice











“Cells in your body sometimes grow too fast and make a 
big ball. This can make you sick, but what really makes 
you sick is when these cells move to another place in 
your body where they would not usually be found. 

I study what happens inside the cell to change how it acts 
and what makes cells move to somewhere else.”



“I work with doctors who study how to avoid people being 
sick, especially in their hearts. 

It is easy to confuse different reasons for being sick, and I 
use numbers to help the doctors understand if the real 
cause is what they guess.”



“I study what rocks tell us about how the ground moves 
and changes over many, many (more than a hundred 
times a hundred times a hundred) years. 

I can do this because little bits hidden inside a rock can 
remember where they were when they formed, and can 
give us their memories if we ask them in the right way.”





splasho.com/upgoer5
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